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History of Google Scholar 

 2004 - Launch of Google Scholar 

 2006  - Launch of Publish or Perish by Anne – Wil 

Harzing 

 July 2011 - Launch of Google Scholar Citations 

(limited launch) 

 Nov 2011 – Launch of Google Scholar Citations 

(open to all) 

 April 2012 – Launch of Google Scholar Metrics for 

Publications  

 Nov 2012 – Launch of Google Scholar Metrics for 

Publications (2nd version) 

 

 

 

 

 



What is Google Scholar? 



What is Google Scholar Citations? 



What is Google Scholar Metrics? 



What is Google Scholar? 

“Google Scholar provides a simple way to broadly 

search for scholarly literature. From one place, you 

can search across many disciplines and sources: 

articles, theses, books, abstracts and court opinions, 

from academic publishers, professional societies, 

online repositories, universities and other web sites” 

 

http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/about.html 

http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/about.html


What is included in Google Scholar? 

 

   It is unclear what Google Scholar considers 

“scholarly” & Google Scholar does not list 

what journals are included but includes 

inclusion guidelines.  

 

See… 

http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html 

http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html


Inclusion Guidelines 

http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html 

http://scholar.google.com.sg/intl/en/scholar/inclusion.html


Papers indexed on NUS domain 



Multiple versions auto-merged 



Manipulations? 



What is Google Scholar picking up? 



Advantages 

 
 Easy to use 

 Wide coverage of cited works and citations , 

including books and particularly other languages 

 Scholar Profile is good publicity 

 Scholar Profile can automatically add or suggest 

articles to be added. 

 

 

 



Google Scholar recommendations 

 



Disadvantages 

 Lacking in advanced search functions 

 Lack of transparency indexed sources are not stated 

 Times cited includes sources that are not strictly peer 
reviewed (e.g Library Guides, theses, students’ assignments, 
presentations, technical reports etc) 

 Google Scholar metadata may be inaccurate due to 
automated parser may result in 

 Inflated counts due to duplicated records 

 “Lost authors” due to replacement by ghost authors 

 Vulnerable to manipulation  

 Cannot generate: 

 H-index or times cited without self-citations 

 

 



Google Scholar parsers 

 

 

 

 Péter Jacsó, (2010) "Metadata mega mess in Google Scholar" 

“… the parsers are not trained well enough to 

recognize the metadata. They often identify as authors 

the menu options on the host site's search page, the 

descriptors assigned to the papers for topical 

classification, the affiliation institute and address of 

authors and even the journal names.” 



Disadvantages 

 

 

 

http://www.jacso.info/gs-phantom-au/ 

http://www.jacso.info/gs-phantom-au/
http://www.jacso.info/gs-phantom-au/
http://www.jacso.info/gs-phantom-au/
http://www.jacso.info/gs-phantom-au/
http://www.jacso.info/gs-phantom-au/


Advantages (Google Scholar Metrics) 

 Multidisciplinary including arts & humanities  

 Includes citing papers that contribute to the H-index 

 Easy to use 

 

 



Disadvantages (Google Scholar 

Metrics) 

 Only shows top 20 journals per area or discipline 

(English only) 

 Unclear update frequency 

 Older historical versions are not retained 

 Results are ranked only by H-Index & nothing else 

 

 


